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The Missing 2022-06-16 jane casey s police procedurals go from strength to strength sunday times if you have not
read jane casey start immediately marian keyes the most dangerously addictive series in crime fiction erin kelly
jenny shephard is twelve years old and missing her teacher sarah finch knows better than most that the chances of
finding her alive are diminishing every day as a little girl sarah s older brother went out to play and never come
home the strain of not knowing what happened to him tore her family apart when sarah finds jenny s body beaten and
abandoned in the woods near her home she is drawn into the heart of the investigation and a media storm her
presence at the scene arouses suspicions but it is not just the police that are watching her
The Missing 2017-11-07 in this harrowing psychological thriller about a missing teenage boy whose mother must
expose the secrets within their own family if she wants to find her son perfect for fans of reconstructing amelia
you love your family they make you feel safe you trust them or do you when fifteen year old billy wilkinson goes
missing in the middle of the night his mother claire wilkinson blames herself she s not the only one there isn t a
single member of billy s family that doesn t feel guilty but the wilkinsons are so used to keeping secrets from
one another that it isn t until six months later after an appeal for information goes horribly wrong that the
truth begins to surface claire is sure of two things that billy is still alive and that her friends and family had
nothing to do with his disappearance a mother s instinct is never wrong or is it combining an unreliable narrator
and fast paced storytelling the missing is a chilling novel of psychological suspense that will thoroughly
captivate and obsess readers the missing has a delicious sense of foreboding from the first page luring us into
the heart of a family with terrible secrets and making us wait with pounding hearts for the final agonizing twist
loved it fiona barton author of the widow
The Missing Half 2013-09-02 when i was a little girl and children went missing it was just one of those sad things
it never happened to anyone i knew it happened over breakfast or lunch it happened to parents who were careless
alice winters is not a careless mother yet one awful day her two year old daughter is taken from her pushchair
outside a village shop alice s life becomes every parent s worst nightmare as she begins questioning everything
and everyone she knows vowing to leave no stone unturned until grace is found now ten years later alice believes
that the publication of her book recollecting the events surrounding grace s disappearance will be the final
needle in the haystack needed to bring her home who had taken grace and why will alice ever be ready to accept the
truth no matter how difficult it is to hear for fans of diane chamberlain this is a must read
はぐれくん、おおきなマルにであう 2019-11 シルヴァスタインの名作絵本 ぼくを探しに 講談社 の続編 ビッグ オーとの出会い が 村上春樹訳で新登場
The Missing One 2014-01-16 a gripping page turner sunday times beautifully written and compelling sabine durrant
satisfyingly creepy sunday mirror an unforgettable debut thriller from the bestselling author of magpie lane the
loss of her mother has left kali mckenzie with too many unanswered questions but while clearing out elena s art
studio she finds a drawer packed with postcard each bearing an identical one line message from a canadian gallery
owner called susannah gillespie thinking of you who is this woman and what does she know about elena s hidden past
desperate to find out kali travels with her toddler finn to susannah s isolated home on a remote british columbian
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island a place of killer whales and storms but as bad weather closes in kali quickly realises she has made a big
mistake the enigmatic susannah refuses to talk about the past and as kali struggles to piece together what
happened back in the 1970s susannah s behaviour grows more and more erratic most worrying of all susannah is
becoming increasingly preoccupied with little finn praise for lucy atkins wonderfully skilled sarah perry sly
witty and gripping naomi alderman wholly beguiling mick herron highly intelligent sarah vaughan beguiling
brilliantly creepy claire fuller enjoyed the missing one read the word of mouth lockdown hit magpie lane now
The Missing Word 2022-04 when fifteen year old billy wilkinson goes missing in the middle of the night his mother
claire wilkinson blames herself she s not the only one there isn t a single member of billy s family that doesn t
feel guilty but the wilkinsons are so used to keeping secrets from one another that it isn t until six months
later after an appeal for information goes horribly wrong that the truth begins to surface claire is sure of two
things that billy is still alive and that her friends and family had nothing to do with his disappearance a mother
s instinct is never wrong or is it
The Missing 1979 a circle has difficulty finding its missing piece but has a good time looking for it
新装版ぼくを探しに 2010 when sarah finch was a little girl her older brother went out to play and never came back not
knowing what happened to charlie has ripped her family apart now a teacher sarah s back living at home trapped
with an alcoholic mother who keeps her brother s bedroom as a shrine then twelve year old jenny shepherd
disappears and it s sarah who discovers her pupil s body abandoned in the woods near her home as sarah becomes
more involved in the inquiry suspicions are aroused but it s not just the police who are watching her p 4 of cover
The Missing 1994-02-27 they disappeared that was just the beginning when five strangers are abandoned on an island
without any idea where they are or whom to trust their nightmarish new reality begins to unfold someone is lying
someone is hiding a terrible secret they d all do anything to get home wouldn t they as the group struggles to
uncover the truth about their mysterious whereabouts only one thing is certain every choice they make on the
island will affect the others and when they uncover a strange note with a chilling revelation the group begins to
question everything they thought they knew if they want to make it off the island alive they ll have to discover
who brought them there and why before it s too late
The Missing Child : a Novel 2021-05-18 a masterful novel set in 1920s louisiana the missing is the story of sam
simoneaux a floorwalker at a new orleans department store when a little girl is kidnapped on sam s watch he is
haunted by guilt grief and ghosts from his own troubled past determined to find her sam sets out on a journey
through a world of music and violence where riverboats teem with drinking and dancing and where dark swamplands
conceal those who choose to live by their own laws with the fate of the stolen child looming the missing vividly
depicts an america lurching away from war where civilization is only beginning to penetrate the hinterlands and a
man must choose between compassion and vengeance
The Missing 2010-03-09 a gripping debut from a serious new talent erin kelly on jenny quintana s the missing girl
when anna flores adored older sister goes missing as a teenager anna copes by disappearing too just as soon as she
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can running as far away from her family as possible and eventually building a life for herself abroad thirty years
later the death of her mother finally forces anna to return home tasked with sorting through her mother s
possessions she begins to confront not just her mother s death but also the huge hole gabriella s disappearance
left in her life and finds herself asking a question she s not allowed herself to ask for years what really
happened to her sister with that question comes the revelation that her biggest fear isn t discovering the worst
it s never knowing the answer but is it too late for anna to uncover the truth about gabriella s disappearance
The Missing 2017-12-27 hester thursby has given up using her research skills to trace people who don t want to be
found a traumatic case a few months ago unearthed a string of violent crimes and left hester riddled with self
doubt and guilt caring for a four year old is responsibility enough in a world filled with terrors hester never
could have imagined before finisterre island off the coast of maine is ruggedly beautiful and remote the kind of
place tourists love to visit though rarely for long but not everyone who comes to the island is welcome a
dilapidated victorian house has become home to a group of squatters and junkies and strangers have a habit of
bringing trouble with them a young boy disappeared during the summer and though he was found safely the incident
stirred suspicion among locals now another child is missing summoned to the island by a cryptic text hester
discovers a community cleaning up from a devastating storm and uncovers a murder soon hester begins to connect the
crime and the missing children and as she untangles the secrets at the center of the small community she finds
grudges and loyalties that run deep poised to converge with a force that will once again shake her convictions
about the very nature of right and wrong
The Missing Girl 1976 1993 a trip to the cinema turns into a nightmare for anna young and her little sister
jessica when two men throw thirteen year old jessica into the back of a van and speed away 1997 fifteen year old
grace kirby kisses her mum goodbye and heads off to school it s a day like any other except that grace will never
return home 2012 melinda surname and age unknown has been missing for weeks the police would normally be all over
it but melinda is a prostitute women in that line of work are the perfect victims most are runaways and drug
addicts leading transient existences she probably just moved on jessica grace and melinda are not the only ones
who have gone missing there are others lots of them on the surface their disappearances don t appear to be
connected but one man is convinced otherwise when di jim monahan is called to a fatal shooting he comes to realise
the case is only part of a bigger picture one that he becomes hell bent on exposing to the world but a shadowy
ring of powerful people will do anything to prevent that from happening over the course of three books jim s
investigation leads him down a rabbit hole of murder depravity and corruption that will test his faith in the law
to breaking point from the bestselling author of blood guilt and the lost ones comes a hard hitting trilogy that
will have you questioning how far you would go to see justice done praise for angel of death justice for the
damned and spider s an incredible tour de force that will grip you like a vice and keep you in its tight hold
until the very last page crimesquad fast paced entertaining violent and gritty a thriller and a whodunit just who
is the chief bastard crime thriller hound it s wonderfully written you really can t afford to miss this falcata
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times the sheer relentless pace of a story as relevant as today s news sucks in the reader this accomplished
thriller builds to a bloody climax and cheetham s denouement provides a satisfying final twist crimereview
Americans Missing in Southeast Asia 2020-02-05 when a husband is stricken with grief over his wife s death he
kidnaps the twin children of the man he believes responsible from the valley of the missing by grace miller white
is a suspenseful and chilling story about the power of resentment and two children s drive to survive this xist
classics edition has been professionally formatted for e readers with a linked table of contents this ebook also
contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions we hope you ll share this book with your
friends neighbors and colleagues and can t wait to hear what you have to say about it xist publishing is a digital
first publisher xist publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone
develop a lifetime love of reading no matter what form it takes
The Missing Ones 2017-12-22 第二次大戦後のベルリン ナチス政権を批判して弾圧されていた二〇世紀最大の劇作家ブレヒトが 亡命先から故国に帰ってきた 反骨の劇作家の言動には東西両陣営とも神経をとがらせ 東
側は女優マリア アイヒを彼の許に送り込む 美貌のマリアはほどなくブレヒトに愛されるところとなり 彼女はブレヒトと過ごしつつ情報を送り続ける ブレヒトの生活は奔放にして精力的で 女たちとの無垢な愛憎に満ちていた 大戦後の ヨーロッ
パの政治的熱情 心理的状況をも克明に描いて絶賛を浴びた フランス ゴンクール賞一〇〇周年目の問題作 ついに刊行
The Missing Ones Trilogy 2015-04-20 a heartfelt family drama of loss and reconciliation with the unthinkable from
the author of emily alone and henry himself returning again to the theme of working class people and their
wrenching concerns songs for the missing begins with the suspenseful pace of a thriller following an ohio
community s efforts to locate a young woman who has gone missing it soon deepens into an affecting portrait of a
family trying desperately to hold onto itself and the memory of a daughter whose return becomes increasingly
unlikely stark and honest this is an intimate account of what happens behind the headlines of a very american
tragedy
From the Valley of the Missing 1922 an accident can end a life the same accident can begin one three lives collide
in the wake of an unforeseeable tragedy when a bridge collapses in the highlands of scotland dozens of commuters
vanish into the freezing river below swept by the currents toward the sea and only an amateur video and the bridge
s security camera record their last moments a woman tourist whose car was filmed pulling onto the bridge seconds
before it fell is assumed to be among the missing but in desperate need of money she had sold the car only hours
before now she can begin life over her path leads her to a spartan cabin on the bank of the river where as annabel
she is reborn free from her past here she lives with silva an illegal immigrant whose predicament is compounded by
the disappearance of her husband and their child she waits for them each day clinging to hope against overwhelming
evidence the two women are befriended by the boatman ron and together they create a fragile sanctuary in the
shadow of the bridge that has changed their lives they keep secrets from one another yet also connect in ways none
of them expects lost souls all they struggle to survive to trust and to love even as the consequences of the past
prove inescapable a masterly novel about the invisible ties that bind us to our identities to our histories and to
one another among the missing soars with the peerless voice of the author described by p d james as an exciting
talent morag joss with the psychological penetration and the finely wrought prose that are her hallmarks spins a
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brilliant tale of damage and reparation suspicion and salvation
The Missing Man 2004-10-01 isabel owen and julia were childhood friends but when they were fifteen julia
disappeared without a trace an event that had a devastating impact on the others years later isabel returns to her
home town in the north of england for owen s funeral she hadn t seen him since they recklessly burned down the
local supermarket together he was sent to prison and she just shy of her 18th birthday to a young offenders centre
isabel suspects that owen was responsible for julia s murder and she s hoping finally to find some kind of
resolution feeling cut off from her husband and child in turkey and awash with unexpected memories isabel ventures
further into the murky depths of her past but nothing is as it seems either past or present and as isabel s world
unravels we finally realise the stunning shattering truth exquisitely written yet utterly chilling this will keep
you gripped from start to finish a potential book group classic elle magazine
ブレヒトの愛人 2008-10-30 in australia 38 000 people are reported missing each year and in the us it s over 600 000 in
the uk someone is reported missing every 90 seconds many of these cases are never resolved blending long form
journalism with true crime and philosophy the missing among ustakes us from the australian bush to the
battlefields of northern france and the perilous space of a refugee camp to explore the stories of the missing
erin stewart speaks to parents of missing children former cult members detectives and investigators advocates
working on the crisis of missing refugees a child of the stolen generations and many more to trace the mysterious
world of missing persons examining famous cases like that of madeleine mccann to those who are lesser known yet
equally loved and mourned this unique book forces us to see the complex story behind each missing person and those
they leave behind the missing among us will wrench your heart while it stretches your mind erin stewart has
undertaken a large inquiry encompassing personal investigation historical events true crime untold and untellable
mysteries while never losing sight of the emotional distress at the core of every missing person s story this is a
rare book from a gifted writer intelligent yet poignant enlightening yet deeply disturbing malcolm knox the
missing among us is illuminating profound and wise stewart is a distinct new voice and her inquiry into the gaps
and absences so many of us try to gloss over is intelligent gentle and brave anna krien a deeply moving and
insightful exploration of the concept of missingness erin stewart brings compassion and informed understanding to
these hugely diverse stories of personal loss resilience and advocacy siobhán mchugh nothing goes unnoticed in
this beautifully written and thought provoking exploration that will enlighten and enthral loren o keeffe founder
of the missing persons advocacy network the missing among us is instantly enthralling erin stewart profiles a
number of missing persons cases deftly and confidently straddling the line between reportage and personal response
balancing the interviewees stories with her own thoughtful responses stewart paints a picture of the research
process that feels inclusive of the reader detailing her interviews with her subjects in a way that feels
immediate and intimate a fulfilling easy read books publishing
Songs for the Missing 2003 my name is kate i volunteer at a missing persons helpline young people who have run
away from home call me and i pass on messages to their loved ones no questions asked i don t get many phone calls
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and those i do are usually short and vague or pranks but this morning a girl named sophie called i m supposed to
contact her parents to let them know their child is safe the problem is sophie isn t safe and sophie is my
daughter
The Missing 2011-06-21 when a series of chance events leaves him in possession of an urn with ashes sixteen year
old londoner lucas swain becomes convinced that its occupant violet park is communicated with him initiating a
series of self discovery that forces him to finally confront the events surrounding his father s sudden
disappearance
Among the Missing 2011-08-19 what causes psychiatric disorders to appear are they primarily the result of people s
environments or of their genes increasingly we are told that research has confirmed the importance of genetic
influences on schizophrenia depression bipolar disord
The Missing Person's Guide to Love 2021-03 a novel of the american west it narrates the story of a dying man s
attempts to make peace with his daughter their struggle to rescue his granddaughter from renegades and slave
traders and his lifelong search for inner peace
The Missing Among Us 1901 something inside jaicey is broken something is making her forget when jaicey was fifteen
her entire world changed in the blink of an eye problem is she doesn t know it she doesn t know what happened or
why the mirrors in her house have all disappeared but she knows something isn t right she knows she doesn t feel
safe when brayden transfers to jaicey s high school he challenges jaicey in a way she s never been challenged
before pushing past her boundaries and fears brayden tries to help jaicey discover the truth about the night that
s been ripped from her memory but the closer and closer jaicey gets to the truth the more danger she s in a threat
from her past is still lurking and if she doesn t know her enemy s face how can she protect herself
Where the Missing Go 2008-04 what if by a stroke of fortune you could start afresh could wipe away that
catastrophic blunder in your past and to what lengths would you go to establish that in fact you d done nothing
wrong at all after an accident robs hazel of three years worth of memory just such an opportunity is granted to
her ex boyfriend jonathan what follows is a brilliant inverted love story one man s desperate attempts to realize
and rationalize a lie and a woman s harrowing attempts to recognize the truth
Missing 2006 his christian name was nicholas but his familiars called him nickie the kid the title did not imply
that nicholas posses sed the artless gaiety the nimbleness or any of the simple virtues of the young of the common
goat kid was short for kidder a t
Me, the Missing, and the Dead 2003 a famous person is missing the human jesus of nazareth is missing from the
creeds of the church missing from most of the new testament and hidden within the four new testament gospels it
will take an exciting piece of detective work to find him and upon finding him there will be a big surprise he may
not turn out to be the person the reader expects to find finding jesus of nazareth can transform churches
communities and individuals in unexpected ways many people today are being drawn to the original message of jesus
apart from the image of jesus proclaimed by the traditional church there is a hunger for the values jesus
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proclaimed and practiced this book will help everyone religious or not discover the human jesus and his original
vision of new communities of equity social justice and shared resources as well as discover what that means in our
modern world
The Missing Gene 2000-04-01 in this book the missing heiress the fifth in the dci buchanan series dci buchanan is
asked by his good friend sir nathan greyspear if he could help his friend amal barazani with a private matter sir
nathan takes buchanan to his club meet amal barazani amal barazani explains that his daughter ziliini heiress to
the mastrani fortune hasn t been seen since the previous friday evening first indications are that it could be a
case of a spoilt brat having a tantrum and buchanan asks if she has done this before amal says yes but it was
always to stay with friends buchanan suggests that her friends are contacted they have been amal barazani tells
buchanan but none of them have heard from her since the middle of the previous week could it even be a case of
kidnapping for ransom or is there more sinister reason for her disappearance when a dismembered body presumed to
be that of her boyfriend is discovered buried in a construction pit in the village of westham the indomitable team
of dci buchanan and ds street set out to discover why he was killed the whereabouts of zilini barazani the missing
mastrani heiress
The Missing 2016-11-22 when two young men vanish from an oil rig in north dakota no one seems in a hurry to find
them except their mothers two women from very different worlds who must work together to find their sons
The Missing Link 2000 kristy can hardly believe it when little jake a boy on her softball team is reported missing
and since kristy was the last person to see jake before he disappeared kristy is determined to find him wherever
he is
The Missing Piece 2007-05-01 日本の電機 通信産業の苦況の原因である5つのミッシングリンク 失われた環 を解き明かし それらをつなぐ再生への処方箋を示す 異端の官僚が業界の未来を問う渾身の書
The Missing World 2009 the missing shoe is a cute little picture book about a little girl and her mommy getting
ready to go to the park to play their trip is delayed as they discover that they can only find one shoe they look
and look for the shoe all over until they find it in an unlikely place
The Missing Link 2020-11-18
The Case of the Missing Person 2014
The Missing Heiress 1992
The Missing Place 2012-08-02
Kristy and the Missing Child 2011-04-13
ミッシングリンク 2017-02
The Missing Shoe
All the Missing Girls
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